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In this issue we focus on:
l Brief comments on the Budget
l End of year tax saving opportunities
l Opportunities that will be lost in just over a week’s time. Act now to take advantage.

 Allowable contributions
 Higher Rate Relief – and more
 Undrawn USP
 Benefit Uplift

Brief comments on the Budget
I finished Bulletin no 3 with the promise that this next bulletin would address the substantial challenge of Workplace
Pensions – but the proximity of the Tax Year End combined with yesterday’s Budget have prompted me to issue
one last reminder of end of year tax saving opportunities, appropriate to many of our pension scheme members.

Yesterday’s Budget speech brought few surprises and whilst we fully recognise the gulf between the content of
the speech and the emergent legislation, almost all of the Chancellor’s fiscal changes are either currently in force
or have already been published. The message of “Keep calm and carry on” seemed to please the financial markets
although rising inflation, Budget deficits and unemployment seem certain to handicap the recovery.  

End of year tax saving opportunities
With these thoughts in mind, certain last minute initiatives still worthy of consideration include current year ISA
allowances (up to £10,200 of which up to £5,100 can be in a Cash ISA), income tax Personal and Age Allowances,
personal CGT Allowance and IHT Annual and Small Gift Exemptions. That said, I will commit the remainder of this
bulletin to the pre Tax Year- end opportunities for pension scheme trustees and their members.

Opportunities that will be lost in just over a week’s time. 
Act now to take advantage.
My last 2 bulletins made reference to HMRC’s April 2011 changes to allowable contribution limits, lifetime
allowance, drawdown limits and crystallization event opportunities. The response

generated by my earlier bulletins have prompted me to issue this last reminder of the opportunities that will be lost
in just over a week’s time. So, here goes:

 Allowable Contributions 
The £50,000 maximum Annual Contribution limit comes into effect on 6th April 2011. At the moment, the
Annual Contribution limit stands at £255,000. This means that those intending to make significant
contributions into their Scheme soon should seek advice straight away.

 Higher Rate Relief – and more
Personal contributions paid before the end of a tax year continue to represent a unique savings opportunity
for many UK taxpayers. Personal contributions of up to 100% of “relevant UK earnings” entitle UK taxpayers
to claim relief of up to 40% - whilst those with total income in excess of £100,000 but less than £112,950
(and thus caught by the Personal Allowance reduction) may be entitled to tax relief of up to 60% on that
element of contribution that falls within this band. It is also worth reminding high earners, with income in
excess of £150,000, that income tax relief of up to 50% is normally available on personal contributions of
up to £20,000.
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 Undrawn USP
Members with ‘earned income’ and in Drawdown might typically limit their drawdown income to a level that
avoids excessive loss to tax. Consideration could, however, be given to the deliberate uplift of available USP
within a tax year and the investment of this surplus income by way of Allowable Contribution. Fresh
‘uncrystallised’ pension funds could result -  from which further Cash Lump Sum and Drawdown entitlements
should arise.

 Benefit Uplift
Time is now very short indeed but those in a position to draw benefits and haven’t yet done so might still
wish to consider accessing the current rule structures. The present 20% uplift of the Government Actuary’s
Department (GAD) maximum Drawdown rate is to go on 6th 

April 2011. This means that opting to start taking benefits after 5th April 2011 will deliver a lower maximum
Drawdown income than that available under the current rules. Furthermore, the 5 year review cycle is to be
shortened to a 3 year review cycle. Those eligible (or interested) should seek advice immediately.

When considering benefit uplift, it is important to recognise that this action is very far from an “all or nothing”
initiative. Uplift of benefits (a “Crystallisation Event”) may be undertaken with few exceptions, with any
proportion of an individual’s Scheme Member Account. Many Scheme Member Accounts now contain both
“crystallised” and “uncrystallised” funds – reflecting a member’s earlier decision to take benefits from only
an element of their Member Fund.  

We recognise that benefit uplift by way of Drawdown is only one of many different ways in which pension
income is capable of being delivered. Annuities, in their many forms, represent the principal alternative
pension income route. Most forms of annuity guarantee an income for life in exchange for the expenditure
of the annuity purchase price. Annuities continue to represent an important benefit uplift option –perhaps
enhanced by their ability to guarantee an income and hence generate access to Flexible Drawdown.
However, last month, the European Courts of Justice ruled that it would be unlawful for an annuity provider
to set annuity rates that discriminate between male and female annuitants.

At the moment, annuity rates for males are around 8% higher than those for females of comparable age –
reflecting decades of mortality experience. Should this (politically correct) ruling and its implementation date
of 21st December 2012 remain, then the law of unintended consequences look like delivering future
reductions in male life annuity rates and future increases in female life annuity rates... because, it seems,
we are all the same!

We will continue to remain alert to this extraordinary developing legislation and keep you informed.

There are now only 8 working days left in the current Tax Year. If action is warranted upon any of the pension
matters raised in this bulletin then I urge you to seek advice straight away.  

Next time, Workplace Pensions ….

Robert Taylor
24th March 2011
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